
CHAPTER 4

Rapid Multiplication 

Drivers

Our bodies convert food, water and oxygen into fuel for 

growth and health. The original Jesus movement had fuel 

the Lord. They became fuel to the Body of  Christ.

multiplication movement.

1. A Visionary Sponsor

once observed, “Whenever 

anything is being accomplished, it is being done, I have learned, by 
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a monomaniac with a mission.” Be it Amazon CEO Jeff  Bezos, 

minded” people lead the rest of  us into a better future. To turn the 

focused individuals who can see that adding to the size of  their 

churches has more value if  addition results in multiplication. These 

are people who will build capacity to multiply rather than settling 

for geocentric addition. Addition should result in a greater capacity 

for multiplication. My question to you is, “Could you become such 

a monomaniac?”

2. The Backing of  a Healthy Church

Most growing churches give substantial amounts of  money 

to overseas missions. Many sponsor annual mission trips for 

church members while some liberally fund missionaries on other 

Great Commission is the mission.

disciple people to Christ. This church cannot safely advertise 
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small business, and they repay loans, interest-free, over a period of  

While it is easy to admire the creativity of  the model, the 

centric model of  church, thousands of  people would not be 

3. Microchurch as a Startup Tool

The idea of  microchurch is not an end in itself. It is a tool for 

rapid multiplication of  disciples and churches. The ideal would 

be for a freelance microchurch pastor to reproduce themselves 

some will grow to macro status and may never reproduce. The 

the pastor of  an existing church to launch a few disciples into a 

church planting experiment.

Because a freelance pastor maintains their career there is 

pastor.

A microchurch is more than a Bible study. Bible studies 

come and go. As soon as you identify a group as a church, things 

word, “church” changes the nature of  the thing from something 
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temporary to an enduring relationship. Add in the concept of  

tithing, and people either climb onboard or they get out.

A Bible study involves content, community and prayer. A 

mission, including multiplying the church. It requires members 

ministering to each other. And there must be a worship aspect 

to it. Because they may meet in very public venues, some 

etc. Others see more value in learning by self-discovery than a 

sermon. In this setup each member pores over a mutually agreed 

on scripture, then brings their insights to share with the group.

combination of  discipleship as spiritual formation and obedience; 

the priesthood of  all believers; clear everyday mission and 

be compelling to post-Christian millennials. While this is what I 

these smaller communities empowered me to avoid the cult of  

self, tied to performance driven church. I wanted to cover a more 

relational identify in Christ not tied to my stature in Christendom. 

Microchurches also just started happening around a ministry to 

A microchurch is a congregation planted by a leader who does 

not aspire to a full-time salary. The church intentionally starts 

small. With limited overhead, a microchurch can multiply rapidly 

because it requires no money to do so, or it can grow to something 

larger, bringing both addition and multiplication to the table.
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4. An Army of  Freelance Pastors

Currently, the bivocational paradigm is somewhat distasteful. After 

all, we invest time, money and life itself  in educating ourselves 

toward what we hope is full-time vocational ministry. As time 

your income.

Because our current system demands that the best years of  a 

of  bivocational pastors struggle in menial jobs that pay little and 

satisfy less.

job to support their ministry role, the freelancer does it by choice. 

bivocational pastor. The difference being that the freelance pastor 

while the bivocational person is mostly focused on survival. The 

freelance pastor sees a synergy and opportunity in their paid 

vocation that propels them and allows them to be more creative 

and innovative in their approaches.

If  we were to adopt a freelance model, a young person would 
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have less chance of  living near the poverty line and more chance 

There are vast differences between the experiences of  vocational, 

bivocational and freelance pastors.

years ago. Beginning as a microchurch they multiplied two other 

the same time. We helped fund their move, and they chose the 

freelance route.

Jeph launched a landscaping business in partnership with 

a physical therapist. “We recognized that by owning our own 

appointments to meet with people. We eventually gave away the 

landscaping business and still operate our therapy business today.” 

to meet new people and get a pulse on the community. It also 

underscored a value that we wanted to emphasize, and that was 

about getting people to see the church differently. We wanted 

individual just needing your time and money but was an individual 

and obedience.”
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Making Tents in Corinth

as their primary funding source, even after engaging in ministry. 

They planted from their career. Aquila was a career entrepreneur 

bivocationally, in our current understanding of  the concept. There 

is a difference in the motivation and the need for funding. Aquila 

America’s Freelance Explosion

It was at a recent Exponential event that my friend, Dave Rhodes, 

pointed out the tidal wave of  freelance energy in America. This 

“Employment experts routinely cite the increasing number of  

freelancers, permalancers and small-time entrepreneurs as one of  

the fastest growing segments of  our economy.”21 

population. Freelancers total more than the combined populations 
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America than the number of  voters who supported either Ronald 

Reagan or Bill Clinton.
22 Fast Company Magazine projects that by 

23

There are so many people operating as freelancers that the 

This gets better when considering reaching millennials and Gen 

Z with the gospel. A higher percentage of  millennials do freelance 

Forbes Magazine 

freelancers throughout their careers.
24 Churches should hop on the 

you be on board when it does?

5. Persons of  Peace

Evangelism is often a family affair. Wherever we go with the 
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a person. Randall Ishida started with the suicidal man he met in the 

gym.

In the last chapter you met Wendell Elento who resigned from 

had been murdered. The person of  peace, in this instance, was 

doing.

In his words he was “singing worship songs to irritate the 

demons” that he felt occupied that room. This lady was the one 

who believed in demons. When he fearfully confessed his plan, 

prayer. Eventually, this turned into a microchurch on the premises. 

They multiplied from there. The important lesson here is that of  

lives of  others. Without their relationship the project would have 

stopped cold.

In the context of  Jesus sending his disciples, the person 

of  peace was that individual in a community who the disciples 

found receptive to the gospel. In the story about the Russian 

that invited him to plant a microchurch were not believers 

be microchurch planter is their connection to such people. 

microchurch planters among us.
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6. Perseverance

If  there is any “secret sauce” in the multiplication process it 

multiplication is simply the result of  relentless pursuit of  the Great 

planters from within the local church.

Truth is, most of  our church plants do not reproduce, many 

do so only once or twice. Most of  the expansion came from the 

rare apostolic individual who determined to do what we have done 

to the fourth generation. In other words, we could have grown 

grew and the rare multipliers showed up. Our secret is found in 

brings prosperity; hasty speculation brings poverty.” I see addition 

growth as hasty while multiplication requires mundane, relentless 

Addition can be splashy while multiplication often goes 

unnoticed. The results show up over decades, not years.

chapter.


